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The Restorer
2016-09-12

a cemetery restorer with a haunting secret must break her own rules when she meets a detective on
the hunt for a killer in this romantic urban fantasy never acknowledge the dead never stray far from
hallowed ground never get close to the haunted never ever tempt fate my name is amelia gray i m a
cemetery restorer who sees ghosts in order to protect myself from the parasitic nature of the dead i
ve always held fast to these rules passed down from my father until now detective john devlin needs
my help to find a killer but he is haunted by ghosts who shadow his every move to warn him would
be to invite them into my life i ve vowed to keep my distance but the pull of his magnetism grows
ever stronger even as the headstone symbols lead me closer to truth and to the gossamer veil that
separates this world from the next

The Restorer
2011

my name is amelia gray i m a cemetery restorer who sees ghosts in order to protect myself from the
parasitic nature of the dead i ve always held fast to the rules passed down from my father but now a
haunted police detective has entered my world and everything is changing including the rules that
have always kept me safe it started with the discovery of a young woman s brutalized body in an old
charleston graveyard i ve been hired to restore the clues to the killer and to his other victims lie in
the headstone symbolism that only i can interpret devlin needs my help but his ghosts shadow his
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every move feeding off his warmth sustaining their presence with his energy to warn him would be
to invite them into my life i ve vowed to keep my distance but the pull of his magnetism grows ever
stronger even as the symbols lead me closer to the killer and to the gossamer veil that separates
this world from the next p 4 of cover

The Prophet
2016-09-12

an expert in gravestones must help a dead detective solve his own murder in this contemporary
gothic paranormal mystery my name is amelia gray i am the graveyard queen a cemetery restorer
who sees ghosts though my father passed down four rules to keep me safe i ve managed to break
every last one now it s time to pay the price a door has opened and evil wants me back in order to
protect myself i ve vowed to return to those rules but the ghost of a murdered cop needs my help to
find his killer the clues lead me to the dark side of charleston where witchcraft root doctors and black
magic still flourish and back to john devlin a haunted police detective i should only love from afar
now i m faced with a terrible choice follow the rules or follow my heart

The Kingdom
2016-09-12

a graveyard restorer in the rural south discovers a ghost town s deadly secrets in this contemporary
gothic paranormal mystery my name is amelia gray they call me the graveyard queen i ve been
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commissioned to restore an old cemetery in asher falls south carolina but i m coming to think i have
another purpose here why is there a cemetery at the bottom of bell lake why am i drawn time and
again to a hidden grave i ve discovered in the woods something is eating away at the soul of this
town this withering kingdom and it will only be restored if i can uncover the truth

The Awakening
2017

shush lest she awaken my name is amelia gray and i m a cemetery restorer who lives with the dead
an anonymous donor has hired me to restore woodbine cemetery a place where the rich and
powerful bury their secrets forty years ago a child disappeared without a trace and now her ghost
has awakened demanding that i find out the truth about her death only i know that she was
murdered only i can bring her killer to justice but the clues that i follow a haunting melody and an
unnamed baby s grave lead me to a series of disturbing suspects for generations the devlins have
been members of charleston s elite john devlin once turned his back on the traditions and
expectations that came with his birthright but now he has seemingly accepted his rightful place his
family s secrets make him a questionable ally when my investigation brings me to the gates of his
family s palatial home i have to wonder if he is about to become my mortal enemy

Bull's Eye!
2013-03
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in this book we have hand picked the most sophisticated unanticipated absorbing if not at times
crackpot original and musing book reviews of the restorer the graveyard queen book 1 don t say we
didn t warn you these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy some
may be startled by their biting sincerity others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of
fantasy don t buy this book if 1 you don t have nerves of steel 2 you expect to get pregnant in the
next five minutes 3 you ve heard it all

The Sinner
2016-09-27

the graveyard queen is on the hunt for a killer as supernatural forces invade her mind in this
contemporary gothic thriller i am a living ghost a wanderer in search of my purpose and place i m a
cemetery restorer by trade but my calling has evolved from that of ghost seer to death walker to
detective of lost souls i solve the riddles of the dead so the dead will leave me alone i ve come to
seven gates cemetery nursing a broken heart but peace is hard to come by for the ghosts here and
for me when the body of a young woman is discovered in a caged grave i know that i ve been
summoned for a reason only i can unmask her killer i want to trust the detective assigned to the
case for he is a ghost seer like me but how can i put my faith in anyone when supernatural forces are
manipulating my every thought when reality is ever changing and when the one person i thought i
could trust above all others has turned into a diabolical stranger
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The Awakening
2017-03-28

to help a child s ghost solve the mystery of her death a cemetery restorer must face her own
personal demons in this romantic urban fantasy my name is amelia gray and i m a cemetery restorer
who lives with the dead an anonymous donor has hired me to restore woodbine cemetery a place
where the rich and powerful bury their secrets forty years ago a child disappeared without a trace
and now her ghost has awakened demanding that i uncover the truth about her death only i know
that she was murdered only i can bring her killer to justice but the clues that i follow a haunting
melody and an unnamed baby s grave lead me to a series of disturbing suspects for generations the
devlins have been members of charleston s elite john devlin once turned his back on the
expectations that came with his birthright but now he has seemingly accepted his rightful place his
family s secrets make him a questionable ally when my investigation brings me to the gates of his
family s palatial home i have to wonder if he is about to become my mortal enemy

The Abandoned (novella)
2012-07-01

every cemetery has a story every grave its secrets enter the world of amanda stevens s graveyard
queen series where forbidden passion and secrets from the past are as restless as the ghosts in the
series prequel novella there are rules for dealing with ghosts too bad ree hutchins doesn t know
them when her favourite patient at a private mental hospital passes away psychology student ree
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hutchins mourns the elderly woman s death but more unsettling is her growing suspicion that
something unnatural is shadowing her amateur ghost hunter hayden priest believes ree is being
haunted even amelia gray known in charleston as the graveyard queen senses a gathering darkness
driven by a force she doesn t understand ree is compelled to uncover an old secret and put
abandoned souls to rest before she is locked away forever look for the other books in the graveyard
queen series the restorer the kingdom and the prophet

The Visitor
2016

cemetery restorer amelia gray attempts to decipher the riddles hidden in the intricate engravings
and strange headstone inscriptions of kroll cemetery to catch an unlikely killer and release the
tormented souls trapped within the cemetery s walls

The Abandoned
2011-04-01

the graveyard queen must come to the rescue when an amateur ghost hunter unlocks deadly danger
in this paranormal series prequel novella when her favorite patient at a private mental hospital
passes away psychology student ree hutchins mourns the elderly woman s death but more
unsettling is her growing suspicion that something unnatural is shadowing her amateur ghost hunter
hayden priest believes ree is being haunted even amelia gray known in charleston as the graveyard
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queen senses a gathering darkness driven by a force she doesn t understand ree is compelled to
uncover an old secret and put abandoned souls to rest before she is locked away forever

The Forgiven
2016-01-18

naomi cross knew evil she d felt its presence when her daughter disappeared years ago and she felt
it stalking her now but this time danger drove her into the strong sheltering arms of the one man
who could help her alex dewitt the man whose cherished daughter might be naomi s child he was
handsome as sin and just as irresistible and when he heard her desperate claim alex shocked naomi
with a wild proposal of his own naomi needed protection alex needed a wife together they could
uncover the dark secrets of the past and start the long journey home to paradise previously
published

The Tempted
2016-01-18

the frightened woman standing before millionaire jared spencer hardly looked like the housekeeper s
spirited daughter who d once captured his heart then betrayed him but the moment their gazes met
he felt the same fiery forbidden desire tess campbell had come with a plea to help find her missing
child a child who should have been theirs tess tempted fate by going to jared but for her little girl
she d face the devil himself jared s millions would fuel the search but it was the man tess needed to
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keep her safe for when jared learned her precious secret he and tess would be in more danger than
their daughter previously published

The Innocent
2016-01-18

a personal relationship was strictly forbidden but that didn t stop sergeant abby cross from wanting
sam burke she d thought the fbi profiler cold and arrogant until she worked with him side by side
late into the nights on her town s desperate search for two missing little girls sam hid his emotions
well but beneath the surface abby sensed his fierce determination to bring the innocent children
home falling for sam could cost her her reputation and career she had to keep things cool between
them but emotional fires were blazing in eden mississippi and love was the ultimate temptation
previously published

The Visitor
2016-03-29

the graveyard queen is called upon to solve an age old mystery that threatens her life and her sanity
in this suspenseful urban fantasy series my name is amelia gray the graveyard queen restoring
abandoned cemeteries is my profession but my true calling is deciphering the riddles of the dead
now i m being summoned to solve a legendary mystery half a century after their mass death ezra
kroll s disciples lie unquiet their tormented souls trapped within the walls of kroll cemetery waiting to
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be released by someone strong and clever enough to solve the puzzle legend has it that the answer
is hidden within the strange headstone inscriptions and intricate engravings and that uncovering the
mystery may come at a terrible price every lead i follow every clue i unravel brings me closer to an
unlikely killer and to a destiny that will threaten my sanity and a future with my love john devlin

Gallagher Justice
2015-04-03

justice is in her blood fiona gallagher hails from a long line of chicago lawmen and has fulfilled her
heritage as a prosecutor driven to put away the slime of the streets but now she s going head to
head with the police force on the trail of a cop gone bad detective ray doggett is hell bent on
preventing fiona from getting in too deep the determined prosecutor has gotten too close to
exposing the truth about the crime ring and about him forcibly attracted to fiona he d been sent
undercover to investigate corruption not fall in love that is far too dangerous for both of them
previously published

The Brother's Wife
2015-04-03

a second chance at first love she was his true love jake mcclain had always loved hope even after
she married andrew kingsley and he knew she loved him but after her policeman father had been
killed she couldn t bear to love a man in danger so hope became a kingsley entering a world of
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wealth and privilege far removed from jake s honest eyes could he be her hero now andrew is dead
and an identical stranger has arrived at the kingsley mansion he says he s adam kingsley home after
thirty years but his eyes follow hope and he knows secrets only andrew would know has the husband
hope never loved returned to claim her and how can jake the man she never stopped loving save her
previously published

Somebody's Baby
2015-04-03

what would you do to get your baby back separated from her newborn son after a hospital fire single
mother nina fairchild will do anything to get her baby back even request help from wealthy sensual
grant chambers for grant s nephew is the spitting image of nina s missing son grant will do whatever
it takes to protect his family including helping the woman who claims his sister stole her baby if only
to prove her wrong working so closely with nina grant can t help but be drawn to the beautiful widow
but with the records of her pregnancy having mysteriously disappeared either nina is truly crazy or
someone is trying to make her seem to be previously published

John Doe Cold Case
2022-01-25

a shocking discovery just turned a cold case red hot and for one detective it strikes way too close to
home the discovery of skeletal remains in a florida cavern sends cold case detective eve jareau on a
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collision course with her past concealing the truth from her boss police chief nash bowden becomes
impossible when the spark between them reignites and now a killer hell bent on keeping decades old
family secrets hidden forever is lying in wait to bury eve and nash alive a procedural crime story
from harlequin intrigue seek thrills solve crimes justice served discover more action packed stories in
the a procedural crime story series all books are stand alone with uplifting endings but were
published in the following order book 1 little girl gone book 2 john doe cold case

Harlequin Intrigue January 2022 - Box Set 1 of 2
2021-12-28

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance pursued by the sheriff mercy
ridge lawmen by delores fossen the bullet that rips through sheriff jace castillo s body stalls his
investigation but being nursed back to health by the shooter s sister is his biggest complication yet
linnea martell has always been and still is off limits and the danger only intensifies when linnea gets
caught in the line of fire cowboy in the crosshairs a north star novel series by nicole helm after
attempting to expose corruption throughout the military former navy seal nate averly becomes an
assassin s next target when he flees to his brother s montana ranch north star agent elsie rogers
must protect him and uncover the threat before more lives are lost but they re up against a cunning
adversary who s deadlier than they ever imagined little girl gone a procedural crime story by
amanda stevens special agent thea lamb returns to her hometown to search for a child whose
disappearance echoes a twenty eight year old cold case her twin sister s abduction working with her
former partner jake stillwell thea must overcome the pain that has tormented her for years for both
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thea and jake the job always came first until now look for harlequin intrigue s january 2022 box set 2
of 2 filled with even more edge of your seat romantic suspense look for 6 compelling new stories
every month from harlequin intrigue

Harlequin Intrigue August 2020 - Box Set 1 of 2
2020-08-01

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance settling an old score longview
ridge ranch by delores fossen texas ranger eli slater and his ex ashlyn darrow may have a tense
relationship due to their past but after someone makes it look like eli kidnapped ashlyn s newly
adopted daughter eli will do whatever it takes to protect ashlyn and her child someone is watching
an echo lake novel by amanda stevens fifteen years ago a monster abducted radio host ellie
brannon and left her for dead but now special agent sam reece is reopening the cold case as new
evidence has come to light ellie must work with sam to uncover the truth but was the discovery of
new details a coincidence k 9 protector by julie miller k 9 cop jedediah burke has kept his yearning
for veterinarian hazel cooper in check for years because their friendship is too precious to risk but
when a sadistic stalker s threats against hazel escalate protecting her requires staying close look for
harlequin intrigue s august 2020 box set 2 of 2 filled with even more edge of your seat romantic
suspense look for 6 compelling new stories every month from harlequin intrigue
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Harlequin Intrigue January 2018 - Box Set 1 of 2
2018-01-01

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance gunfire on the ranch blue river
ranch by delores fossen dea agent theo carter was a suspect in his parents murder and now he s
back to protect the family he never knew he had whispering springs by amanda stevens this high
school reunion was a shot at redemption and maybe a second chance for former army ranger dylan
burkhart and his old flame ava north but a secret telling game turns up a murder confession with the
killer hiding among them soldier s promise the ranger brigade family secrets by cindi myers different
circumstances brought officer jake lohmiller and undercover ranger brigade sergeant carmen
redhorse to a cult encampment in colorado but teaming up might be their only shot at saving their
families and each other look for harlequin intrigue s january 2018 box set 2 of 2 filled with even
more edge of your seat romantic suspense look for 6 compelling new stories every month from
harlequin intrigue

Without a Trace
2020-06-01

rae cavanaugh would do anything to find her kin even join forces with tom brannon the
disappearance of rae cavanaugh s sister rocked the community of echo lake so when rae s niece
mysteriously goes missing fifteen years later county sheriff tom brannon is determined to find her
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but as the electricity between the two sparks rae soon discovers despite her misgivings that tom is
the only one she can trust

A Desperate Search
2020-07-01

a detective returns to his rural texas hometown and partners with a beautiful medical examiner to
solve the murder of a much loved community member something strange is going on at echo lake
detective adam thayer is devastated when he arrives too late to save his friend who had called for
help but a series of obscure clues brings adam to coroner nikki dresden who s eager to determine if
one of the town s most beloved citizens was murdered now they must work together to unravel a
deadly web of lies and greed or die trying

Criminal Behavior
2019-05-01

to catch a serial killer and exonerate his father an fbi agent must reconnect with a beautiful criminal
psychologist in this tense romantic thriller ethan barrow s father was the most brilliant fbi profiler of
all time until he became a suspect in the murders he investigated now he s in a psychiatric ward and
ethan is an special agent determined to clear his name when ethan finds evidence that the twilight
killer is still at large it leads him straight to detective adaline kinsella the woman he had a past with
ten years earlier addie can trust evidence even if she can t trust the emotions ethan elicits can she
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now put the past aside to bring the real twilight killer to justice

Harlequin Intrigue May 2019 - Box Set 1 of 2
2019-05-01

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance show of force declan s defenders
by elle james when russian spy riley lansing s handler kidnaps her younger brother to force her to
assassinate someone former marine mack balkman is the only one who can help her can they find
the boy before time runs out snowbound suspicion eagle mountain murder mystery winter storm
wedding by cindi myers trapped by a snowstorm caterer bette fuller knows us marshal cody rankin is
the only man who can protect her from the ice cold killer a sadistic serial killer who is stalking her
criminal behavior twilight s children by amanda stevens special agent ethan barrow refuses to
believe his father is a murderer the only person who can help him prove his father s innocence is
detective adaline kinsella the daughter of his father s alleged victim is the killer in jail or is he
stalking the people who are digging into the past look for harlequin intrigue s may 2019 box set 2 of
2 filled with even more edge of your seat romantic suspense look for 6 compelling new stories every
month from harlequin intrigue join harlequinmyrewards com to earn free books and more earn points
for all your harlequin purchases from wherever you shop

Someone Is Watching
2020-08-01
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how can she remember the night she desperately wants to forget radio host ellie brannon fears the
return of the monster who abducted her and two of her friends from the ruins and left her for dead
fifteen years later special agent sam reece reopens the cold case when new evidence comes to light
about one of the victims ellie must trust sam completely to have any chance of discovering the truth
especially since the gaps in her memory left them with few leads but is someone luring ellie into a
terrifying return to the scene of the crime for fans of thrillers with cold case abduction amnesia from
harlequin intrigue seek thrills solve crimes justice served

Harlequin Intrigue July 2019 - Box Set 2 of 2
2019-07-01

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance calculated risk the risk series a
bree and tanner thriller by janie crouch bree daniels is on the run from a group of genius hackers
bree seeks refuge in a small town and suddenly finds herself on deputy tanner dempsey s radar she
must protect herself and the two babies her sister left in her care but even she knows her heart
faces the most risk killer investigation twilight s children by amanda stevens arden mayfair hopes to
make a fresh start when she returns to her hometown but soon she finds reid sutton the man she
has always loved on her doorstep warning her of a recent murder signs point to the man who killed
arden s mother but it couldn t be the twilight killer could it credible alibi winding road redemption by
tyler anne snell former marine julian mercer is shocked when he visits madeline nash the woman he
spent an unforgettable week with only to find her in the back of a squad car the police think she
killed someone but julian believes madi and vows to help her especially since she s pregnant look for
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harlequin intrigue s july 2019 box set 1 of 2 filled with even more edge of your seat romantic
suspense look for 6 compelling new stories every month from harlequin intrigue join
harlequinmyrewards com to earn free books and more earn points for all your harlequin purchases
from wherever you shop

Harlequin Intrigue June 2019 - Box Set 1 of 2
2019-06-01

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance incriminating evidence twilight s
children by amanda stevens forensic anthropologist catherine march must know once and for all if
her biological father is a convicted serial killer needing help she hires private detective nick lasalle
but will secrets from his past ensure she never uncovers the truth wyoming cowboy ranger carson
delaneys battle tested by nicole helm when an unstable stalker threatens ty carson s first love jen
delaney he ll do anything to keep her safe even if that means he has to kidnap her reining in trouble
winding road redemption by tyler anne snell nina drake left her hometown for an escape instead she
finds herself in the sights of a stalker can detective caleb nash protect her or will her worst
nightmares come to pass look for harlequin intrigue s june 2019 box set 2 of 2 filled with even more
edge of your seat romantic suspense look for 6 compelling new stories every month from harlequin
intrigue join harlequinmyrewards com to earn free books and more earn points for all your harlequin
purchases from wherever you shop
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Killer Investigation
2019-07-01

years after a serial killer took her mother s life a young woman returns to face the past and a deadly
new threat in this romantic suspense series finale arden mayfair has been gone for years unable to
face the home where her mother was murdered by the notorious twilight killer just minutes after she
returns to charleston her ex boyfriend reid sutton appears on her doorstep but he isn t there to
rehash the past he needs to warn arden that a young woman has just been killed and the crime
closely resembles her mother s murder reid may be the man arden left behind but he s taking no
chances with her safety she could have seen her mother s killer and their heartbreaking history won
t stop reid from protecting arden with his own life

Bishop's Rock
2017-12-01

if she wants to stay alive she must remember who wants her dead returning to bishop s rock is
meant to jolt lea westin s memory but only more questions greet her questions and cole matheson
who announces lea had hired him to investigate threats against her life with no recollection of her
own past can lea believe the man claiming to be her loving husband or does she trust the sexy
stranger who feels oddly familiar and dangerous in an entirely different way
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Little Girl Gone
2021-12-28

nothing matters more to her when a child s life is at stake special agent thea lamb returns to her
hometown to search for a child whose disappearance echoes a twenty eight year old cold case her
twin sister s abduction working with her former partner jake stillwell thea must overcome the pain
doubt and guilt that have tormented her for years and denied her a meaningful relationship for both
thea and jake the job always came first until now from harlequin intrigue seek thrills solve crimes
justice served discover more action packed stories in the a procedural crime story series all books
are stand alone with uplifting endings but were published in the following order book 1 little girl gone
book 2 john doe cold case

Incriminating Evidence
2019-06-01

a woman s nightmares might uncover a deadly connection to a notorious serial killer in this
atmospheric suspense novel ever since her mother s ominous last words anthropologist catherine
march has feared that she could be the biological daughter of a convicted serial killer tormented for
years by nightmares and vague memories she d make a deal with the devil to investigate her
mysterious adoption private investigator nick lasalle eagerly takes the case but he soon discovers
that someone is willing to kill to keep catherine s past buried when the evidence hits too close to
nick s home he has a difficult choice to make uncover the truth or protect his reputation and family
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name

Harlequin Intrigue July 2020 - Box Set 1 of 2
2020-07-01

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance double action deputy cardwell
ranch montana legacy by b j daniels when montana deputy marshal brick savage asks homicide
detective maureen mortensen to help him find the person who destroyed her family she quickly
accepts his offer but as the stakes rise and they get closer than they ever expected can they find the
killer before they become targets chain of custody holding the line by carol ericson when a baby
lands on border patrol agent nash dillon s doorstep emily lang an undercover investigator posing as
a nanny comes to his rescue but once he discovers why emily is really there and that both her and
the baby s life are in danger he ll unleash every skill in his arsenal to keep them out of harm s way a
desperate search an echo lake novel by amanda stevens detective adam thayer is devastated when
he fails to save his friend but a series of clues brings adam to coroner nikki dresden who s eager to
determine if one of the town s most beloved citizens was murdered they must work together to
unravel a deadly web of lies and greed or die trying look for harlequin intrigue s july 2020 box set 2
of 2 filled with even more edge of your seat romantic suspense look for 6 compelling new stories
every month from harlequin intrigue
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Whispering Springs
2018-01-01

the first secret is personal the second one is a killer the trip with old friends to whispering springs
should have been a happy reunion yet former army ranger dylan burkhart suspects there s
something darker at play it doesn t take long before a game of anonymous secret telling stirs the
embers of a decade old tragedy a time when dylan and ava north stole a night of passion and one of
their friends died then ava stumbles upon a written confession of murder unable to trust anyone else
ava and dylan must confront the truth of that terrible night and their hidden attraction for each other
now their reunion has turned into a reckoning they must find which of their friends is a killer and
fight for their lives and their love

Harlequin Intrigue October 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2
2017-10-01

harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful
reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance 1738 pine lake by amanda
stevens olive belmont s sleepwalking condition has placed her at the scene of a crime and in the
crosshairs of a vicious killer and the only man who can save her is jack king who was once accused
of a brutal murder himself 1740 texas showdown cattlemen crime club by barb han fbi agent maria
belasco has lost all recent memories in an attack forgetting that her husband austin o brien was
about to become her ex husband can austin help her recover her memory even if it means the end
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for them all over again 1742 stone cold christmas ranger by nicole helm alyssa jimenez is a bounty
hunter with ties to the underworld that have taught her one thing trust no one but she has no choice
but to rely on the protection of texas ranger bennet stevens during a risky investigation and it s not
just the case getting under her skin look for harlequin intrigue s october 2017 box set 1 of 2 filled
with even more edge of your seat romantic suspense look for 6 compelling new stories every month
from harlequin intrigue

The Prophet
2013-02

my name is amelia gray i am the graveyard queen a cemetery restorer who sees ghosts my father
passed down four rules to keep me safe and i ve broken every last one a door has opened and evil
wants me back but the ghost of a murdered cop needs my help

Pine Lake
2017-10-01

a former cop returns to his texas hometown to solve the mystery of his girlfriend s murder in this
tense and atmospheric romantic suspense for the past fifteen years security expert jack king has
been haunted by his girlfriend s murder now he s returning to pine lake texas where the townsfolk
still consider him suspect to finally solve the mystery but another murder sets the whole town on
edge there s a witness who could help jack she was also present the night jack s girlfriend died but
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both times she was sound asleep sleepwalking has gotten olive belmont into some sticky situations
as a witness to both murders she may be the killer s next target even so she can t help trusting jack
she s even willing to help him investigate but will putting their past to rest ease their minds or leave
them with new nightmares

Diablo Lake: Protected
2017-01-23

new york times bestselling author lauren dane welcomes you back to diablo lake tennessee a town
founded by witches governed by werewolves and full of secrets tensions are building in diablo lake
as the two main rival packs vie for control and the town is divided along lines of pack loyalty aimee
benton and mac pembry are on opposite sides and he seems to find excuses to spar with her daily
he s infuriating not to mention charming gorgeous and oh so lickable mac can t resist pushing aimee
s buttons she s always been incredibly sexy and the wolf in him craves a female with fire in her belly
when a heated argument ends with a sizzling kiss and mac gets a taste of her he craves more and
she can t seem to get enough of him either the forbidden nature of their attraction stokes their
desires until they re secretly hooking up whenever they can but then mac s clan goes too far and
aimee shuts him out she s hurt and angry but that s nothing compared to the rage mac is feeling
toward his own pack a fight is brewing that will plunge the whole town into chaos and someone will
have to cross pack lines to keep the town s fragile peace from breaking apart for good book two of
the diablo lake series this book is approximately 90 000 words
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Fade to Black
2015-04-03

making up for lost time pierce kincaid couldn t understand why his wife nearly fainted when he came
home from the store or why she is no longer pregnant until a five year old boy asks mommy who the
stranger is terror filled nightmares slowly reveal that the ex secret agent had been kidnapped his
memory wiped clean pierce knows that jessica still loves him but if he wants a second chance at the
life he lost he ll need to discover the truth behind his abduction and take down the kidnappers
targeting his family before death truly does part them previously published
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